
Leture 17: Populations, samples, models, and statistisOne or a series of random experiments is performed.Some data from the experiment(s) are olleted.Planning experiments and olleting data (not disussed in the textbook).Data analysis: extrat information from the data, interpret the results, and draw someonlusions.A desriptive data analysis: summary measures of the data, suh as the mean, median,range, standard deviation, et., and some graphial displays, suh as the histogram andbox-and-whisker diagram, et.It is simple and requires almost no assumptions, but may not allow us to gain enough insightinto the problem.We fous on more sophistiated methods of analyzing data: statistial inferene and deisiontheory.The data set is a realization of a random element de�ned on a probability spae (
;F ; P )P is alled the population.The data set or the random element that produes the data is alled a sample from P .The size of the data set is alled the sample size.A population P is known if and only if P (A) is a known value for every event A 2 F .In a statistial problem, the population P is at least partially unknown.We would like to dedue some properties of P based on the available sample.Examples 2.1-2.3A statistial model (a set of assumptions) on the population P in a given problem is oftenpostulated to make the analysis possible or easy.Although testing the orretness of postulated models is part of statistial inferene anddeision theory, postulated models are often based on knowledge of the problem under on-sideration.De�nition 2.1. A set of probability measures P� on (
;F) indexed by a parameter � 2 �is said to be a parametri family if and only if � � Rd for some �xed positive integer d andeah P� is a known probability measure when � is known. The set � is alled the parameterspae and d is alled its dimension.Parametri model: the population P is in a parametri family P = fP� : � 2 �gP = fP� : � 2 �g is identi�able if and only if �1 6= �2 and �i 2 � imply P�1 6= P�2 .In most ases an identi�able parametri family an be obtained through reparameterization.A family of populations P is dominated by � (a �-�nite measure) if P � � for all P 2 PP an be identi�ed by the family of densities fdPd� : P 2 Pg or fdP�d� : � 2 �g.Parametri methods: methods designed for parametri models1



Example (The k-dimensional normal family).P = fNk(�;�) : � 2 Rk; � 2 Mkg;where Mk is a olletion of k � k symmetri positive de�nite matries.This family is dominated by the Lebesgue measure on Rk.When k = 1, P = fN(�; �2) : � 2 R; �2 > 0g.Nonparametri family: P is not parametri aording to De�nition 2.1.A nonparametri model: the population P is in a given nonparametri family.Examples of nonparametri family on (Rk;Bk):(1) The joint .d.f.'s are ontinuous.(2) The joint .d.f.'s have �nite moments of order � a �xed integer.(3) The joint .d.f.'s have p.d.f.'s (e.g., Lebesgue p.d.f.'s).(4) k = 1 and the .d.f.'s are symmetri.(5) The family of all probability measures on (Rk;Bk).Nonparametri methods: methods designed for nonparametri modelsSemi-parametri models and methodsStatistis and their distributionsOur data set is a realization of a sample (random vetor) X from an unknown population PStatisti T (X): A measurable funtion T of X; T (X) is a known value whenever X is known.Statistial analyses are based on various statistis, for various purposes.X itself is a statisti, but it is a trivial statisti.The range of a nontrivial statisti T (X) is usually simpler than that of X.For example, X may be a random n-vetor and T (X) may be a random p-vetor with a pmuh smaller than n.�(T (X)) � �(X) and the two �-�elds are the same if and only if T is one-to-one.Usually �(T (X)) simpli�es �(X), i.e., a statisti provides a \redution" of the �-�eld.The \information" within the statisti T (X) onerning the unknown distribution of X isontained in the �-�eld �(T (X)).S is any other statisti for whih �(S(X)) = �(T (X)).Then, by Lemma 1.2, S is a measurable funtion of T , and T is a measurable funtion of S.Thus, one the value of S (or T ) is known, so is the value of T (or S).It is not the partiular values of a statisti that ontain the information, but the generated�-�eld of the statisti.Values of a statisti may be important for other reasons.A statisti T (X) is a random element.If the distribution of X is unknown, then the distribution of T may also be unknown,although T is a known funtion.Finding the form of the distribution of T is one of the major problems in statistial infereneand deision theory. 2



Sine T is a transformation of X, tools we learn in Chapter 1 for transformations may beuseful in �nding the distribution or an approximation to the distribution of T (X).Example 2.8. Let X1; :::; Xn be i.i.d. random variables having a ommon distribution Pand X = (X1; :::; Xn).The sample mean �X = n�1Pni=1Xi and sample variane S2 = (n� 1)�1Pni=1(Xi � �X)2 aretwo ommonly used statistis.Can we �nd the joint or the marginal distributions of �X and S2?It depends on how muh we know about P .Moments of �X and S2If P has a �nite mean �, then E �X = �.If P 2 fP� : � 2 �g, then E �X = R xdP� = �(�) for some funtion �(�).Even if the form of � is known, �(�) is still unknown when � is unknown.If P has a �nite variane �2, then Var(�X) = �2=n, whih equals �2(�)=n for some funtion�2(�) if P is in a parametri family.With a �nite �2 = Var(X1), we an also obtain that ES2 = �2.With a �nite EjX1j3, we an obtain E( �X)3 and Cov(�X; S2).With a �nite EjX1j4, we an obtain Var(S2) (exerise).The distribution of �XIf P is in a parametri family, we an often �nd the distribution of �X.See Example 1.20 and some exerises in x1.6.For example, �X is N(�; �2=n) if P is N(�; �2);n �X has the gamma distribution �(n; �) if P is the exponential distribution E(0; �).If P is not in a parametri family, then it is usually hard to �nd the exat form of thedistribution of �X.One an use the CLT to obtain an approximation to the distribution of �X.Applying Corollary 1.2 (for the ase of k = 1), we obtain that pn( �X � �)!d N(0; �2),where � and �2 are the mean and variane of P , respetively, and are assumed to be �nite.The distribution of �X an be approximated by N(�; �2=n)The distribution of S2If P is N(�; �2), then (n� 1)S2=�2 has the hi-square distribution �2n�1 (see Example 2.18).An approximate distribution for S2 an be obtained from the approximate joint distributionof �X and S2 disussed next.Joint distribution of �X and S2If P is N(�; �2), then �X and S2 are independent (Example 2.18).Hene, the joint distribution of ( �X;S2) is the produt of the marginal distributions of �Xand S2 given in the previous disussion.Without the normality assumption, an approximate joint distribution an be obtained.Assume that � = EX1, �2 = Var(X1), and EjX1j4 are �nite.Let Yi = (Xi � �; (Xi � �)2), i = 1; :::; n.
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Y1; :::; Yn are i.i.d. random 2-vetors with EY1 = (0; �2) and variane-ovariane matrix� = 0B� �2 E(X1 � �)3E(X1 � �)3 E(X1 � �)4 � �4 1CA :Note that �Y = n�1Pni=1 Yi = ( �X � �; ~S2), where ~S2 = n�1Pni=1(Xi � �)2.Applying the CLT (Corollary 1.2) to Yi's, we obtain thatpn( �X � �; ~S2 � �2)!d N2(0;�):Sine S2 = nn� 1 h ~S2 � ( �X � �)2iand �X !a:s: � (the SLLN), an appliation of Slutsky's theorem leads topn( �X � �; S2 � �2)!d N2(0;�):Example 2.9 (Order statistis). Let X = (X1; :::; Xn) with i.i.d. random omponents.Let X(i) be the ith smallest value of X1; :::; Xn.The statistis X(1); :::; X(n) are alled the order statistis.Order statistis is a set of very useful statistis in addition to the sample mean and variane.Suppose that Xi has a .d.f. F having a Lebesgue p.d.f. f .Then the joint Lebesgue p.d.f. of X(1); :::; X(n) isg(x1; x2; :::; xn) = 8><>: n!f(x1)f(x2) � � �f(xn) x1 < x2 < � � � < xn0 otherwise.The joint Lebesgue p.d.f. of X(i) and X(j), 1 � i < j � n, isgi;j(x; y) = 8><>: n![F (x)℄i�1[F (y)�F (x)℄j�i�1[1�F (y)℄n�jf(x)f(y)(i�1)!(j�i�1)!(n�j)! x < y0 otherwiseand the Lebesgue p.d.f. of X(i) isgi(x) = n!(i� 1)!(n� i)! [F (x)℄i�1[1� F (x)℄n�if(x):
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